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The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.

Candidates are required to give their answers in their

own words as far as practicable.

GROUP–A

(Marks : 10)

[Answer any five from the following questions, each within

50 words:]

] 2×5=10

1. i) What is meant by pedagogical analysis of

content?

ii) What is Micro-teaching?

iii) What is meant by Integrated Teaching?

[Turn over]

iv) Write any four qualities of a Economics teacher.

v) Write two importance of wall magazine in

teaching Economics.

vi) Define Achievement Test.

vii) Mention four areas at text-book review.

GROUP–B

(Marks : 15)

[Answer any three from the following questions, each

within 150 words:]

]

2. Select any one teaching unit from W.B.C.H.S.E. Class-

XII Economics syllabus and answer the following

questions:

W.B.C.H.S.E.
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a) Divide the teaching unit into suitable sub-units

mentioning the number of periods to each sub-

unit.

2

b) Write the previous knowledge of the student

required to teach the unit.

3

3. Explain in brief a Micro-teaching cycle.

5

4. Discuss in brief any two means of professional

development of Economics teacher.

5

5. Write the importance of Fair and Exhibition in teaching

Economics.

5

6. Differentiate between Assessment and Evaluation.

5
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GROUP–C

(Marks : 10)

[Answer any one from the following questions within 300

words:]

]

7. Select any one teaching unit from W.B.C.H.S.E., Class-

XI Economics syllabus and answer the following

questions:

W.B.C.H.S.E.

a) Write twelve instructional objectives of any one

sub-unit of the selected teaching unit mentioning

both dimensions of Revised Bloom's Taxonomy.

6

b) Write the teaching-learning strategies to be

followed in teaching the selected sub-unit.

4

8. Prepare an achievement test of 25 Marks on any teach-

ing unit of Economics.

10

______
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